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THE GREEN DRAGON
Executive Director’s View
Each year, we publish the thoughts and stories of our
students in The Green Dragon. The challenges that their
generation face are daunting. Jared Diamond asks in

Collapse, “…the development of environmental problems
is accelerating, the development of attempted solutions is
also accelerating, which horse will win the race? In
China, this questions has special urgency...” (p. 373). The
urgency in China reflects, in part, activities in developed
nations. There has been “an increase in First World
garbage transshipped to China via Hong Kong from 2.3 to
over 3 millions tons per year from 1998 to 2002. This
represents direct transfer of pollution from the First World to China” (p. 370).
The next generation will need thoughtful, insightful leadership to solve the world’s most
intractable problems. Our young people must develop a capacity for multidimensional,
multicultural, interdisciplinary systems thinking on a global scale; and they need to
discover joy and camaraderie in the process. It is time to begin educating young people
for a future quite different from the
cold war era during which I came
of age. The Chinese and American
high school students who’s
thoughts you find in these pages
suggest to me that such a future is
not only possible, it is likely. I
hope that they convey a sense of
optimism to you as well. Please
enjoy this second edition of The Green Dragon.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Peter Lynch
March 2008
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STUDENT REFLECTION

A DRIVE TO MAKE CONNECTIONS
Zeng Yixin
Chinese history tells us that Qing Dynasty collapsed partly due to the lack of
connections with the outside world, with emperors too arrogant to learn from others.
This isolation led to disasters. Today, the program of Green Across the Pacific has
proved to be the opposite – it brings numerous connections to our life, and for times, and
strengthens my belief in making connections with others.
In the summer of 2006, my fellow participants and I traveled to Vermont. As
soon as I jumped out of the car, I felt the gentle winds smooth my hair and the sun
shining above my head, and I knew that I was connected with here, with everything
belonging to this place I had never seen before.
Later in the day I dragged my luggage and met my host family. It’s still vivid to
me that I was so excited, yet so timid, to step forward and figure out who would be the
hosts I had imagined for times before I came to America. My host family was great in
every way, and from day one, we were been connected tightly. Today, almost two years
since, we still hear from each other via e-mails.
The three-week program was full of connections with interesting places. We
visited farms, orchards, factories, companies, grass fields and so on. We were connected
to cows, apples, woods, environmentally friendly products and butterflies.
Correspondences with local people only broadened our horizon. Questions popped out
and notes written down. Students absorbed new knowledge and tried to use them from
that day forward.
Last year, in 2007, our American friends paid a visit to Southern China. I
perfectly understood and believed that the very moment they rested their feet in Hong
Kong, Guangzhou City, and Fujian Province, they felt, exactly as I had done, that they
were connected to here, to the unknown yet amazing experience in a foreign country and
culture.
The biggest thing I learned, however, was the idea of the connection between
human and nature. Mankind and environment are bonded together—we shall protect this
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bond as long as we live peacefully on this planet. As a city girl this idea seldom came to
my mind until I became a GATP member. I understand that many people, though they
make connections with friends and families, ignore the importance of making connection
with the environment. Sometimes this phenomenon isolates our life from Nature. And as
the history goes, isolation leads to disasters.
GATP drove me to connect my knowledge and experience in this Environmental
Leadership Program with my action and my future, in order to help avoid mistakes, to be
environmentally friendly. Chinese people learn from history that they need connections
to be strong and prosperous, and that works for environmental protection as well.
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FEATURED ARTICLES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN DEVELOPING NATIONS:
A CASE STUDY IN CHINA
Franklin Holme
Summary: We often hear the concept of environmental protection referred to as a
luxury. In other words, we often reason that a certain measure of economic security is
required before one can even worry about the environment. This concept is often applied
to developing countries, like China. However, through my experience in China last
summer, I found this was not entirely the case. Even very poor people had reasons to
support environmental preservation. To understand this, we must restructure our
understanding of the purposes behind environmental programs. Throughout the trip, I
found myself viewing environmental protection with more clarity and understanding, as I
learned to look at environmental projects from a new perspective: from the perspective of
one with few luxuries and material means that must truly stand to gain from whatever
environmental “investments” they make. I gained this more direct understanding from
our visit to Qi Ao, an island which hosts a substantial mangrove preserve. Another
shorter trip to the southern city of Shenzen emphasized the dual importance of mangroves
as an enhancer of green space and as typhoon (hurricane) and tsunami protection.
Mangroves are a low growing type of tree that ranges across a huge diversity of
distinct species, all of which tend to grow in warm, costal waters. Still, the many
hundreds of mangrove species share some essential traits. Most universal is the structure
of their roots. Mangrove roots act like extremely long fingered hands that grip the soil.
These roots act like a net, and collect particles suspended in the sea water which settle
into a nutrient rich mud. These roots also diminish wave action by allowing the force of
the swells to dissipate slowly.
Mangroves, like some ancient sea going rafts, simply allow water to pass through
them and can ride out quite powerful waves unharmed. This was observable by watching
the wake of our tour boat as it neared the Chinese island of Qi Ao being slowly
dampened by the mangroves it passed through, doing little damage to any one plant.
Several events around the world provide examples: During the 2004 tsunami in the
Indian Ocean, areas located behind mangrove forests suffered comparatively little. Also,
in the case of Hurricane Eileen in Florida, the only two yachts that survived were
sheltered within a mangrove forest [1].
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Figure 1. Qi Ao, the site of a large mangrove preservation and rehabilitation project.

Figure 2. Wake Dissipating Among the Mangroves on Qi Ao.
Photographs Franklin Holme

In the United States, environmentalism often becomes a moral or ethical issue. It
almost always transcends economics. Americans and other people around the world who
live in developed countries can literally “afford” to protect endangered species who are
neither integral to the local ecosystem or to their wellbeing. This is a sort of
environmental altruism, afforded by their relative security in life.
Given this, why don’t the poor villagers on Qi Ao Island consider their mangrove
preserve essentially worthless? While there are some protests and abuses of regulations
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on the preserve, the mangroves are an example of an ecological asset whose protection
brings about real and dramatic benefits that can actually be worth the trouble for a poor
Chinese fisherman. From this example a new concept emerges, there must be some sort
of hierarchy of importance in the realm of environmental preservation. In the minds of
Chinese officials, the mangrove preservation project on Qi Ao obviously ranked above
many other possible projects that could have occurred. American environmental groups
would do well to focus their initial energies on the projects that are most directly
beneficial to human health and livelihood, instead of those that arouse the most public
sympathy. In doing this they would win over a larger portion of the public who could
then go on to advance their appreciation to environmental preservation that is tied to the
well being of human communities in less direct ways. However, mangrove preservation
is a practical place from which to embark on an environmental agenda.
That is not to say that mangroves do not have benefits ranging beyond direct
economic improvement for poor fishermen. Across the mouth of the Pearl River in the
city of Shenzen, a mangrove swamp has been re-established. China is noticeably devoid
of “green” public space. I will not discuss the effects of this deficiency on human
psychology here. What I can say is that the locals in Shenzen seemed to enjoy their own
mangrove preserve, which also included a park adjacent to the shoreline. In fact, the park
receives such an abundance of visitors that the number of visitors allowed has been
restricted so as not to stress the already fragile ecosystem of the preserve.

Figure 3. Shenzen, Mangrove Reserve With Adjacent Parkland.
Photograph Franklin Holme
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The benefits of mangroves to those not living in a state of constant subsistence are
valid and do overlap with the benefits to those who are (like the Qi Ao fishermen). The
dramatic benefits to subsistence fisherman have a foundation in science that requires
explanation.
Mangroves play a significant ecological role. This too was easily observable on
Qi Ao. The soupy brown waters literally swirled with life, as fish and aquatic insects
were frightened by the passing of our motor boat. Mangroves provide for this vibrant
ecosystem with the mud that gathers in their roots. This nutrient rich environment creates
an ideal place for fish to feed and spawn. This meaning intensifies when viewed in terms
of statistics: the EPA estimates that 80% of all coastal fish and crustaceans captured by
fisherman would literally not exist without mangroves [2]. The fishermen that we
interviewed said that they normally target their fishing efforts around the cloud of mud
that drifts from the mouth of the mangrove-filled inlet with each tide. This benefit to the
fishermen is concrete, observable, and intuitive to the point that it needs little explaining.

Figure 4. Space Shuttle Photograph Showing Mangrove Preserve in Bangladesh (central
red zone) [4].

Photograph courtesy Academic Emporium
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Mangroves also entail more subtle benefits. In addition to gathering mud, they
gather nearly everything else that floats in the ocean. This includes heavy metals that are
trapped in the mud, and in effect removed from the food chain. For fishermen and their
families who eat fish every day, this reduction in the ingestion of heavy metals, notably
mercury, could have dramatic consequences [3]. Finally, mangroves provide a habitat for
various other species, including birds and insects. Certain worms and aquatic insects are
unique to the mangroves and have significant commercial and medical value.
While the majesty of nature and its emotional importance to the human race is
indisputably, a scientific view of natural resources and their benefit to humans trumps all
in the case of the Qi Ao mangrove preserve. Realization that certain ecosystems are of
the utmost importance to human economies could be what it takes to make China’s rapid
development as graceful as possible. In fact, the application of this approach to
conservation reaches far beyond China. Developed countries could also use this
approach to convince sectors of society (notably businesses) to engage in realistic
thinking about environmental sustainability and regeneration. In the case of the
mangroves, conservation is far from a luxury only to be enjoyed and advocated for by the
well off. It is a benefit, indeed a near necessity, for everyone.
Literature Cited:
[1] Mangrove Action Project, Learn About Mangroves,
http://mangroveaction project.org/mangroves, visited March 10, 2008
[2] US Environmental Protection Agency, Mangrove Swamps,
http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/types/mangrove.html, visited March 10, 2008
[3] US Environmental Protection Agency, Mercury,
http://www.epa.gov/mercury/effects.htm, visited January 9, 2008
Images:
[4] Space Shuttle photograph courtesy Academic Emporium, F. Pavri, JS. Aber.
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GLOBAL WARMING EFFECT ON THE GROWTH OF Lygodium scandens
Yangyin Ou and Qiaojin Lin
Abstract: In the last century, human beings and their associated activities have caused
global warming, which has attracted the attention of many scientists. This project shows
the importance of temperature affects relative to other variables on Lygodium scandens
when grown in different ecological environments. The results showed that the behavior
of Lygodium scandens is mostly affected by temperature change. At suitable conditions it
will grow rapidly, stopping other plants from growing and causing a number of species to
decrease.
Key words: global warming, temperature change, plants
Chairman Hu Jintao of China recently announced that our world should work
together to fight against global warming [1]. In addition, the China Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) confirmed that it is a fact that the climate is getting
warmer. Therefore, it becomes vital for our high school students to search and learn
more about what’s going on with our globe.
When we were hiking in the mountains of South China, we found a huge area
covered by a dense species of green vegetation that covered bushes. To our surprise we
saw a totally different sight in a neighboring community where the same species of
climbing vegetation grew normally. In order to find out the answer to these questions,
we consulted Professor Peng Shaolin of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. He told us
that this climber vegetation is called Lygodium scandens, a fern that is a local species. He
also mentioned that under ordinary circumstances it shouldn’t grow like it does and he
encouraged us to find out the cause.

Figure 1. Lygodium scandens

Figure 2. Over growth of L. scandens
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When we started our experiment, we researched two different Lygodium scandens
communities to find what caused the difference in the growth of the plant. We concluded
that the wild growth of Lygodium scandens will do harm to the diversity of species.
In the next step, we used an auto thermometer to measure the temperature,
humidity and light intensity in the two communities. Figures 3-5 show these results.

Figure 3. Temperature Comparison

Figure 4. Humidity Comparison

Figure 5. Light Intensity Comparison
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From these figures, we can see that there is no big difference between humidity
and light intensity in each community, but temperature is consistently lower in the normal
growth rate community.
After finishing these experiments, we suspected that increased temperature leads
to rapid growth of Lygodium scandens. To exclude the possibility that soil quality might
interfere with the results, we did another two experiments. One was a migration planting
test, the other one was the element detection test of the soil.
In the migration planting eighteen Lygodium scandens were taken from the
Baiyun Mountain School’s botanical garden. Nine of them were planted in the soil from
the regular community, and for the other nine we used the soil in which the rapidly
growing Lygodium scandens grew. After two months we found that no matter which soil
we use, the results were the same as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Migration Planting Test
Number Soil
Place
Normal
1
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
2
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
3
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
4
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
5
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
6
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
7
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
8
greenhouse
Quadrant
Normal
9
greenhouse
Quadrant

Result
quite
luxuriant
very
luxuriant
very
luxuriant
mediocre
very
luxuriant
mediocre
very
luxuriant
quite
luxuriant
very
luxuriant

Number Soil
Place
Overgrown
10
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
11
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
12
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
13
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
14
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
15
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
16
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
17
greenhouse
Quadrat
Overgrown
18
greenhouse
Quadrat

Result
mediocre
died
mediocre
Mediocre
Mediocre
Died
Quite
luxuriant
very
luxuriant
Died
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Figure 7. Ph
.

Figure 8. Organism

Figure 9. Full N
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Figure 10. Full P

Figure 11. Full K (Element Detection Test)
From the element detection test, we can see that the change of the elements
makes no difference to the growth of Lygodium Scandens. Both experiments showed that
the effect of the soil on growth was very little.
Later three other questions came to our mind: Why didn’t the other plants around
the Lygodium scandens grow wildly? How did the increase of temperature affect the
growth of Lygodium scandens? Was the increase of temperature the real reason that
made Lygodium Scandens grow rapidly?
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To solve these problems, we designed two other experiments. One was to detect
the photosynthetic rate of the Lygodium scandens and the plants surrounding it, and the
other one was about their water utilization (Figures 12 and 13). We found that Lygodium
scandens has a low Net rate of photosynthesis and a high water utilization. When the
temperature rises it can grow more rapidly.

Figure 12. Net Photosynthetic Rate
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Figure 13. Water Utilization.
We conclude that temperature increase causes Lygodium scandens to grow
rapidly. With the continuation of global warming, temperatures will increase in the 21st
century, which could affect the future growth of Lygodium Scandens around the world.
In the United States, where Lygodium Scandens has been introduced, it is growing in
eight states (Figure 14). Some of the states have spent 10 million USD on eradicating
this vegetation [2,3,4].
We cannot ignore global warming. If each of us could spare some time to be
concerned about our environment and globe, we would find that everything that benefits
the environment will only benefit us.
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Figure 14. Distribution of Lygodium scandens in the United States [5].
Literature Cited:
[1] http://news.163.com/07/0908/17/3NSRB6C10001124J.html
[2] Yegang Wu, Ken Rutchey, Naiming Wang, Jason Godin (2006). The spatial pattern
and dispersion of Lygodium microphyllum in the everglades wetland ecosystem.
Biology Invasions, 8:1483-1493
[3] John A. Goolsby, Paul J. de Barro, Jeffrey R. Makinson, Robert W. Pemberton,
Diana M. Hartley, and Donald R. Frohlich (2006). Matching the origin of an invasive
weed for selection of a herbivore haplotype for a biological control program.
Molecular Ecology, 15, 287–297
[4] John C. Volin, Michael S. Lott, Jordan D. Muss and Dianne Owen (2004). Predicting
rapid invasion of the Florida Everglades by Old World Climbing Fern (Lygodium
microphyllum). Diversity and Distributions, 10, 439–446
Images:
[5] http://images.google.com/imghp
Editor’s notes:
• This article represents an abridgement of a larger Chinese version by the authors.
• To create figure 14, the authors modified a generic map of the United States [5], using
information from three papers [2,3,4].
• Photographs are by the authors.
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REFLECTIONS ON MODERN ART:
the impact of cultural experience on personal view
Benjamin Weber
Going to China has had a tremendous bearing on my life though in a totally
unexpected direction; it has changed my taste in art, especially in my idea of the form,
which it can take. Prior to visiting China I had very little appreciation for modern and
conceptual art. I didn’t think that it was fair that people could become famous for
making the lights turn on and off in an empty room or covering government buildings in
cloth when other artists had to have tremendous skill to make it the same distance. So,
when at the end of the school year I was told to look at art museums while in China as
part of my homework for AP Studio Art, I intended on looking at traditional Chinese
paintings, calligraphy, and photography in order to incorporate their ideas of form, and
color into my work. But, after walking through cities with their dilapidated alleys with
such a great history that they seemed to be able to speak out a past on their own, like the
wrinkles on an old woman’s face, and after seeing endless worn down apartment
buildings and graphitized shop-fronts with new buildings interspersed, flowing up
through the mire like gleaming citadels of white, gold, and silver against the brown-blue
sun lit sky, and after being on the streets with the people who lived there, the bureaucratic
executives in their freshly ironed black suit-coats complete with gold watches, briefcases
and eyeglasses, and the homeless men sleeping in the middle of the stampede, their
clothes torn, their heads on their satchels, with ancient skin weathered like leather, and
both legs missing; and then, after leaving that and going to places like Lantau, Qi Ao,
and Fengxi, places where the land is brilliant with life, where plants spring from the
earth, an indefatigable green, and where the water, a reflective-brown wetland murk,
flows placidly between reeds and grass, where the air is as clean and pure as the wind
which blows over the land, where high-up on mountain tops the clouds fill the sky like a
blanket keeping off the sun which never ceases to warm the air, after seeing the
uncontainable beauty of life floating forth everyday in city streets and mountain streams
with such vivaciousness, I began to look at the works in the first art museum I visited. It
was a folk art museum, beautiful, but too heavily refined. The intricate wood carvings of
lobster cages were alluring, but meant less to me then the actual lobster cage would have
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bearing the wear and tear of spending everyday in the deep blue depths waiting to make
it’s catch. The most interesting thing I found there was a contemporary painter who was
using old cut up shingles to make the shingles for the houses in his landscapes, using
reality as a representation of itself.
On the following day I visited two major museums of art in Guangzhou, the
Guangzhou Museum of Art, which was well over half-empty due to renovations, had few
things of interest besides the brilliant satirical cartoons of Liao Bingxiong, and whose
satirical cartoons used artistic techniques such as de-colorization of the lower class, and
which portrayed fear & oppression in a very humorous straightforward manner, making
his exhibit really stand out in my mind.
Afterwards, I went to the Guangdong Museum of Art and saw for the first time a
major modern art exhibition in China. At the top of the elevators there was “the wall”
which was primarily a textural piece, and which I did not appreciate much, for its obvious
lack of meaning. I liked Huang Dawei’s paintings because they showed emphasis on the
emotions and physical flaws, making faces bigger, and doing the same with any scarred
arms or legs in casts. He also did many paintings focusing on people walking around in
normal situations with toy guns, and with children playing with real guns as a portrayal of
violence in society. Another artist, Zeng Hao took huge canvases, with monochromatic
or otherwise plain backgrounds, and used them as negative space for very small painted
figures or paradigmatic objects placed at random on the vast expanse. His simplistic lack
of all but the most basic composition makes for a very striking image. Afterwards I
began looking for more meaning to incorporate in my own art rather than paying
attention to form, because while form is most important, it is worth almost nothing if
there is no meaning behind it.
When speaking with Chinese students, in particular those who had artistic
interests, I learned many things which have brought me to appreciate modern art more
than before. Many students that I met in China had great artistic potential, but had no
plans to continue to do anything artistic. I found that one wanted to go into biology,
another into business, and a third into earth science, though I thought what they did with
art could easily have earned them recognition in their community and beyond. Most of
them said they were not going into art because their parents would be against it, seeing
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their only child waste his life as
an artist when he or she could
do brilliant things in public
works.
In China the good of the
many is valued over the good
of the individual, and the only
people who students are shown
at school as models to aspire to

are business men, they never hear the words of artists or of people of any other
occupation deemed not to contribute to the greater good in their society. In an e-mail one
Chinese student even told me, “They can't be themselves because they can't break the
rules; they can't do the things they like just because it's not a normal thing in the other
people's thought. Imagine, if a guy tell his parents or teachers that he want to be an
artist I think most of them will stop him because they think that work have no future.”
That statement also shows that people feel that the rules and demands set in place by their
parents and teachers should be obeyed, even if their desires lead elsewhere. On my last
night in Guangzhou, one of the students told me that she
loves photography, but her photo teacher does not support
her work because she likes to manipulate photos in postproduction and that she likes to move around the objects
she is photographing, which her teacher regards as a
desecration of the art, and will not permit her to do.
Photographs:

Wei Hanyang (top left)
Lao Xu (above right)

Seeing this condemnation of artistic liberties against the idea of art for art’s sake
and the far-reaching effects of conceptual art has led me to view modern art in a very
different light, for now instead of seeing it as a negative abandonment of artistic form and
as a way to make something famous out of the everyday just by pointing it out, I realize
that art is just that, taking whatever offers one a sense of catharsis and making it
beautiful, and modern art is a way of doing that with more freedom than artistic form
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permits. Art is not a medium or a specific set of ideas and concepts; it is the act of
creation.
Modern Art is always around us, from the long scrawling sidewalk graffiti down
back alleys, textural pop art packaging and other creations of mankind, to the flowing
mountain streams, like melodious music, and the overarching red pine boughs.
Conceptual art and the concepts behind everything we create, whether it be sentences,
paintings, or factories, send out a message to everyone who sees them. The message may
be as multi-faceted as the viewpoints of the observers, but it is always there, and through
manipulation of the design of the world around us we can say anything we want to. One
can use architecture to revolutionize the government, a poem to expound one’s emotions,
or graffiti to save a rainforest. Every action done freely and with meaning is ultimately
art, and every piece of art will have an impact, even if the intended impact of the design
is to have no impact.
The world truly is a canvas.

Photograph Benjamin Weber
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About Our Partner School in South China
The Affiliated High School of South China Normal University (Hua Shi
Fu Zhong- HSFZ) is a key provincial high school in the city of Guangzhou,
Guangdong Province, China. HSFZ is well known across the country, not
only for its outstanding academic results and modern educational concept, but also for its
beautiful campus and modern facilities.
The school boasts a large and impressive faculty many of whom have received
provincial and national recognition, including 17 Master Teachers honored by the
provincial government. Since it’s founding in 1952, HSFZ has produced exceptional
alumni. Among them are 4 members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, 3 members of
the Chinese Academy of Engineering, over 2000 professors, researchers and senior
engineers, hundreds of whom are working as leaders in different units. By August 2004,
students from the school had won numerous medals including 7 gold medals in the
International Mathematics Olympiad for high school students, two for physics and one
gold medal each for chemistry and environmental science.
HSFZ’s students do very well on the national college entrance examinations. Each
year, 7% of graduates are admitted into Tsinghua University and Beijing University, the
top two universities in China. An additional 73% of graduates are accepted into other key
universities. An additional 18% will continue their education at the university level.
University admissions for high schools across China average roughly 50%.
www.hsfz.net.cn

